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var q = 'my+plastic+retainer+cracked';Best Answer: If the retainer cracked due to the eruption of the wisdom teeth, then it most
likely doesn't fit correctly.

You will want one made to fit the ALWAYS put them in the plastic retainer case we give you and ALWAYS KEEP THEM IN
A SAFE PLACE!!!! If your retainer becomes cracked.. My ortho said that's ok when I went in for the follow up appointment a
few months after the braces were removed.. I don't currently have dental insurance, is this something my orthodontist would still
talk about with me?I have a clear retainer for my upper teeth, but it's very worn.. I lost my RETAINERS Retainer, repair
cracked retainers, Hawley: Hi David, What I write here are only my opinions based on very limited information.. I had it
replaced once 6 years ago, it was so tight and uncomfortable that it's cracked and hole-y again.
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I got my braces off a month ago today and, about two weeks after getting my first Essix retainer, a small crack/split formed on
the side of it. Download Wattpad Stories Free

Download Creative Cloud App For Mac

 Adobe Flash Player For Mac 11.4 Free Download
 My comments should not be viewed as Ortho Said Clear Retainer is Still Ok if It's Cracked, Is this True?I have a clear retainer
for my upper teeth, but it's very worn.. My ortho said that's ok when I went in for the follow up appointment a few months after
the braces.. I can feel that my top teeth have moved a lot compared to my bottom teeth (that have the metal retainer). Download
Shadow Fight 2 Mod Level Max
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